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I gotta feeling:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAFSFmnxxBc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAFSFmnxxBc


Team AirSub group 19

Submersible Aircraft
A vehicle capable of moving in air 
and underwater.

Major challenge:
A propeller capable of efficiently 
providing thrust in both 
environments.



Group 26 
SPARTA:

Solar Impulse





This is the whole 

team:____. This is the 

first trip to the DSL to 

learn about CAD (all 

of them had little to no 

experience), and all 

the wonders 3D 

printing had to offer.

At the start, it was slow, but 

the group gradually made 

progress in creating the CAD 

model. The first model of the 

airfoil was made, and was a 

mess. It was unable to be 3d 

printed, and the team had to 

figure out how to fix it.

Progress being made on the 

model. It is currently not 3D, 

and not able to be 3D printed. 

The team met several times, and 

observed that good teamwork 

comes from good 

communication, openness about 

criticism and effort.

K. explaining to another student why the airfoil has that 

specific shape.

SOLAR Airfoils



Figuring out how to 

extrude walls that aren’t 

infinitely thin. It took 

lots of trial and error, 

but with a group effort, 

they figured it out. 

The final CAD model that was used to 3D print. The team learned that 

having proper communication is essential for success. 

The final 3D print

Everyone holding the final 3D 

of the airfoil



3D World
Group 6 - _______



The Concept of 3D Printing

● The process of 3D printing was simple and cheap

● We used a website in order to create the model of the airfoil

● Used the printer in Evans to create a real life version of the rendered model of 

the airfoil



Flaps
“The Flaperons”

Team 14

Jacob Smith
Abbigale Smith

Garret Ho
Nolan Burke

FLAPS





Lightweighting; 

Composite Materials
Michael Scarafile, Marlee Tache, Rebecca Palmer, Daniel Ellis



Composites 

● Reduce weight

● Increase fuel efficiency

● Easy to handle, design, 

shape, and repair

● Functional components 

of planes i.e. wings, 

fuselage skins, 

engines, and landing 

gear









Icarus I 
Death star crew
Teams teaching Aerospace
Group 16

Anderson Goncalves Youpeng Xu Joshua Calautti Patrick Leamy

https://fit.instructure.com/groups/143431/users/1887378
https://fit.instructure.com/groups/143431/users/1828778
https://fit.instructure.com/groups/143431/users/1885894
https://fit.instructure.com/groups/143431/users/1883744


Our project

Illustrates the basics of a turbojet engine using a VR oculus rift

User is able to interact with CAD model through Oculus



Team 9 - “Team Tandem”
Skye Swarat, Sam Lovelace, Caleb Webb, Graham Shea





Team AirSub

Blake P, Edem K, Jossie D, Mitchell G

Submersible Aircraft
A vehicle capable of moving in air 
and underwater.

Major challenge:
A propeller capable of efficiently 
providing thrust in both 
environments.



The ThunderBirds
Aidan O’Connor, Alexander Lockhart, Steven Citowitz, William Mahony



Demonstrating Newton's 3rd Law
With a potato cannon…



Mind

Over 

Momentum

Team 22

Misc. Clips of our Journey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rgZKG2z5-Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rgZKG2z5-Q


Kinematics!



Visiting Making Facilities On-
Campus

Teaching the Concept


